MEMORANDUM OF CONVERSATION

PARTICIPANTS:
Emilio Rabasa, Secretary of Foreign Relations, Mexico
President Gerald Ford
Dr. Henry A. Kissinger, Secretary of State and Assistant to the President for National Security Affairs
Lt. General Brent Scowcroft, Deputy Assistant to the President for National Security Affairs

DATE & TIME: Thursday - August 29, 1974
5:00 p.m.

PLACE: Oval Office
The White House

Rabasa: Thank you very, very much for meeting with me. I know you are busy.

President: Not for our good friends. I am so sorry to hear about the President's father-in-law.

Rabasa: Under no circumstances will there be a deal. We had a problem over Leonhardt.

President: Any idea who is behind it?

Rabasa: They say it was four toughs of the left. Our concern is he is an old man.

Last night I saw a tape of your press conference. I was pleased to see how well informed you are. I am not an expert on inflation but your answer on the OAS shows you are very well informed by Secretary Kissinger on foreign relations. Henry has a certain relationship with me. When he wants to know about Latin America he calls me.
President: He tells me that.

Rabasa: Seriously, we speak very frankly and openly. Thanks to Henry the salinity problem was solved. It was a very irritating problem. And I know, thanks to you and Henry, we will solve the migration problem.

President: I thought the old agreement was a good one, but it terminated, what, four years ago?

Rabasa: Ten.

President: Really? We got into a problem with labor and then the humanitarians said it was bad treatment.

Rabasa: We want a quota so that those who go are treated humanely.

Kissinger: Curtis said if they got that they would cooperate on their part.

Rabasa: Henry didn't mention it, but the Montoya idea for a joint commission is a good one. If we would sit down and agree on numbers and treatment, we could stick to it.

President: In other words, it would be like the old program.

Rabasa: Yes, although that had had aspects. But now, there is bad publicity in Mexico. It wouldn't have to be 2 million.

President: It would be a contract - a certain number for a certain period?

Kissinger: Yes -- and not immigration.

President: That is important -- that they come in and go back out.

Rabasa: Yes, we have one with Canada.

President: How big is that program?

Rabasa: Only about 5,000. I wouldn't want to give you a figure now. We should sit down and decide. We would try to keep all others out.

President: Let's talk to Meany. If he okays it, we will go to Congress. We need authority. This session is not good.
Rabasa: It helps us to have you have your good relations with the Congress.

President: Henry has mentioned the idea of Echeverria and I getting together in one of the border areas.

Rabasa: Yes, in one of the salinity areas. Henry called Echeverria and he was very pleased. I understand the end of October. May I tell the press you asked Echeverria to meet with you this year, at a time and place to be set? Please don't meet with any other Latin American leader first.

President: Don't narrow it down more. The last week in October seems to be great.

Rabasa: Mexicali would be good. On our side of the border in the morning and the other side in the afternoon.

Kissinger: And again the next day.

Rabasa: Echeverria went all over Latin America. There are very many differences in the military regimes -- from so-called revolutionary regimes in Peru to the radical right in Chile.

There is word we don't want private investment. That is not so. We only don't want bad investment. Especially we want industry for export. Some companies' presidents say they are not for export. That is very bad -- they are just milking us. In many areas investment is welcome.

President: I used to be on the board of directors of a small company which had a monopoly on woven and printed labels for material. We made an agreement with the company in Payon and later in Mexico. In Mexico, the plant is in a small town. Our people had a warm reception, and we sent the merchants down, and everything was fine.

Rabasa: We have a law, but if they meet the conditions we welcome them.
R: Thank you very much for writing, 
Dear sir, 

P: Not for very good friends. 

R: Seeing the letter about your father in London 
and circumstances with Tim in which we had 

P: Very much distressed. 

R: May other come? 

P: Very sorry to trouble. Our concern is to be with 
old man, last night I saw type of your copy. I 

P: I could see how well informed you are, I 
not expect in very full but your comments are 
very good. 

R: I have certain questions because he 

P: How will come that? 

R: Certainly, you expect very friendly cover. Thanks 
to K for providing assurance of help very quickly 
and I thank thanks to you. K we will 

P: I start the old argument was good one, but it 

R: Yes. 

P: Really? We got into debt at times human 

R: We want a quote on other times when go on 

R: Could you tell me about their description of 

R: I don't complain. I want a reply for.
just enough speed on. I found out that
a person & a treatment, we would think & it
invention onwards, it would be the old frog
R Yes, with that had been preserved. But never, then
is had fun, in his free.
It wouldn't have to & further.
P It would be a contract - a written # for a certain
period?
R Yes - it was a condition
P That important - that they go in & go back out
R Yes we heard out of Canada.
P Your big & it's frog
R Only about 500, I shouldn't want to give you
a fragile one - we shall sit down &
drink. We would try to keep all others on.
P Let's talk to Dr. Percy. If breaking it, we will
get to learn. We need continunity. This again
not good.
R It was to have you have your good weather
myself.
P K has mentioned a wish of Ethan & Jetty
Together in a new # arrangement.
R Yes, in another country means. Ethan & called
Ethan, it was very pleased. Immediately end
of it. Dr. Percy will pass you called Ethan
to meet this year at home & plan to be set.
Please don't upset any other of the children.
P Don't anymore it didn't more, first wish in
A year to be great.
R. Imperial would be good. Andy is of course one of the early 70s.

R. And again, except day.

R. Extensive work, all same but more. The complaint. These are subjects in which I am interested. From which you see I am not acutely right in Small.

There is 1-2, and we don't want further investment. For it not so. We only don't want the investment.

E.g. want something from X, some magnetic products. They don't cost X. That may be bad. They just existing.

So being online investment is welcome.

I. I would like a team of director of small gaming which would manage on career invites tables for materials. We would agreement with gaming in terms and later in Imperial. An Imperial plant is in small team. Our people wouldn't be warm enough, too short a here. We have a plan. But if they want conditions, we will see.